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Chapter such a claim is located where it can most naturally be
	'   enforced by legal action, and a share in a company has
its situs where it can be transferred.1 The local limita-
tion may be of importance, for it disables a province
to deal with a claim which in this sense is situate out-
side the province, so as to cancel a debt which in law
is regarded as not within its limits.
In many matters the province and the federation
have powers which can be esercised without actual
conflict, in which case action is possible by either in
its own sphere. Situations present different aspects as
federal or provincial. The control over naturalisation
and aliens is given to the federation, but none the less
it is open to British Columbia to deny the franchise to
a naturalised Japanese subject.2 Cases as to Chinese
are conflicting. On the one hand, the Privy Council has
held that they cannot be barred from working under-
ground in mines, as that is a mere effort to prevent
them living in the country to which they have been
admitted by federal authority; yet it has held valid the
insertion of clauses forbidding their employment by
lessees of timber.3 As regards Japanese aliens the posi-
tion is governed by the treaty power, for that enables
Canada to override any provincial legislation denying
them the rights promised by treaty.4 It is not, it is
clear, illegal to forbid the employment of white women
1	Cotton v. The King, [1914] A.C. 176; Alleyn v. Barthe, [1922] 1 A.C.
215; Brassard v. Smith, [1925] A.C. 371; Royal Trust Co. v. A.-G. for
Alberta, [1930] A.C. 144; Erie Beach Co. v. A.-G. for Ontario, [1930] A.C.
161.
2	Cunningham v. Tomey Homma, [1903] A.C. 151.
3	Union Colliery Co. v. Bryden, [1899] A.C. 580; Brooks-Bidlake v.
A.-G. for British Columbia, [1923] A.C. 450.
4	A.-G. of British Columbia v. A.-G. of Canada, [1924] A.C. 203.

